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Word party cookie cutters

$6.00 $10.00 Use our designer Sprinkles cookie cutter to make sugar cookies for birthdays, parties or anytime! This cookie cutter can also say Sparkles too! To decorate your cakes, check out our large selection of sprinkles, glaze tips and color of the food! Be sure to check out our large selection of single
cookie cutters, cookie cutter sets, mini cookie cutter sets, seasonal cookie cutters and the other major designs in our designer cookie cutter section. NOTE: The white wording added to the photo is to show you how you can the letter Sprinkles or Sparkles on your cookies in icing or edible colors. We wear
Edible Art Paint in a variety of colors and metallics which is good to add formulation to set flor scans on sugar cookies! NUMBER: 1 cookie cutter (the color will be aqua or teal) APPROXIMATE SIZE: 5CARE ADVICE: Be gentle when using. Hand wash with mild soap in warm (NOT hot) water to prevent
warping. Allow to air dry before storing. NOT DISHWASHER SAFE. MANUFACTURED FROM: PLA plastic which is a food-safe, biodegradable thermoplastic polyester derived from renewable resources such as corn starch. NOTE: Designer cookie cutters are designed on a 3D printer. Materials are
layered. NEED MORE: Multiple quantities are available. If you need more than you are able to add to your cart please email us and we would be happy to check our stock. Have more questions: see our shipping, general &amp; product FAQ pages. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Our

Word Party – Bailey Head 266-D317 Cookie Cutter Set is mainly made to cut fondant to decorate treats such as cakes, cupcakes, cakes, rice krispie treats, sandwich cakes, cake pops, chocolate dipped strawberries, candy apples, and chocolate covered marshmallows. Some cookie cutters can also be
used to cut cookie dough, fruit or sandwich bread. Please contact us if you are unsure if this product will work for your purposes. All cookie cutters are made with a quality 3D printer using biodegradable PLA plastic at the order time and have an approximate depth of 1/2 an inch with any stamp lines
measuring about 0.1 inch higher than the cutting wall. Most cookie cutters will be red, but the color may vary. The sizes listed refer to the approximate height (top to bottom) or length (left to right) of the main cookie cutter (in most cases this is the piece that is the silhouette of the entire design) in this set.
The 4-inch size is displayed. All other sizes are directly proportional to this size. Please refer to the product picture(s) above for the appropriate measurement angle. The set contains 6 pieces that appear next to the finished design exeexepel in the picture(s) above. These goods are NOT dishwasher safe.
HAND WASH ONLY WITH COLD WATER DRY IMMEDIATELY AFTER. Prolonged exposure to moisture and direct heat/sunlight should be avoided. Our products are MADE TO ORDER and typically typical between 24-72 hours to process. Please note that this time is subject to our quantity currently
processing orders, access to materials, holidays, and any changes made after purchase. All United States orders will be shipped through the United States Postal Service (USPS). All international orders will be shipped via USPS or UPS Mail Innovations. Since NONE of these services guarantee their ship
times, nor can we. Purchase does NOT guarantee that it will get to you on time and it will NOT come with a money back guarantee. PLEASE REFER TO OUR SHIPPING POLICY FOR MORE INFORMATION. Can't find what you're looking for? Please contact us here to send your request. High quality
3D cookie cutters! Cookie cutters cannot be loaded in a dishwasher. Must hand wash in warm soapy water. The measurement is based on the longest two points of the cutter. Mini 2Small 2.5-medium 3.5-large 4.2 XLarge 5 5
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